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GFE Chairman 

Ulrich Daldrup holds 

numerous doctorates 

GFE organised the 	 and was economic 

African stands at 	 advisor to the 

Hannover's EXPO 	 Government of 

2000, opened by 	 Morocco before 

German Chancellor 	 founding his own 

Gerhard Schröder 	 company 

Global consultancy from one source 

GFE Worldwide Consulting GmbH is an independent consulting company with a permanent staff of only 50, but with presti-

ious projects on all continents. With more than 20 years of experience in over 50 countries, GFE pro vides consultancy to 

governments, ministries and the private sector lndeed, the company has accomplished such different projects as setting up 

the land registry in Haiti or re-structuring the Jamaican Finance Ministry. lt has privatised Eastern European organisations 

and arrangedfor their alliances with German enterprises. Moreover, GFE has been involved in humanitarian projects, interim 

und crisis management as weil as the Organisation of conferences, studies and workshops. "We receive contractsfrom the 

major institutionsfor international cooperation andfrom a large number of companies in Eastern Europe, the Far East 

und Central America who wish to becomefitfor a global world," says Dr. Ulrich Daldrup, Chairman and CEO of GFE. 

Founded in 1979 by Dr. Daldrup and 

two partners, GFE saw its major 

breakthrough in 1993, when it 

acquired Kreditanstalt für Wieder-

aufbau as a customer. Today, 

Dr. Daldrup is the company's only 

chairman - and the cornerstone of 

its success. He was not only eco-

nomic advisor to the Government of 

Morocco, but also acted as the 

mayor of Aachen from 1994 to 

1999.Thanks to numerous activities 

ri political as weil as economic as-

sociations, the chairman boasts an 

excellent network of contacts. 

Little wonder, therefore, that GFE's 

reference hst reads like the Who's 

Who in international organisations 

and world politics: GTZ, the Euro-

pean Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development, the World Bank, UN: 

UNIDO, UNDP, UNHCR ESCAP, and 

the German BMZ. The European 

Commission has contracted GFE 

since 1979 to organize an interna-

tional conference for the promotion 

of EU - ACP industrial co-operation. 

Headquartered in Aachen, GFE 

has a subsidiary in the Netherlands 

and offices in Brussels, Paris, 

Madrid, London, Copenhagen and accomplished projects that speaks 

in Lithuania. As all of its projects 	for itself, GFE looks to the future 

are temporary, the international with confidence. 

consultancy specialist recruits tem-

porary employees among freelance 

consultants, civil servants or busi-

nessmen. "All our staff are highly 

specialised, multilingual and cover 

almost any professional skill," adds 

the CEO. Having realised sales of 

EUR 3 million in 2002, Dr. Daldrup 

hastens to point out that this 

turnover was generated by hono-

raries and therefore cannot be com-

pared to sales in trade.With a list of 
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